In this paper conditional hidden Markov model (HMM) filters and conditional Kalman filters (KF) are coupled together t o improve demodulation of differential encoded signals in noisy fading channels.
O ( N 3 ) calculations per time iteration, where N
is the number of message symbols. Decision feedback equalisation is investigated via coupling the optimal HMM filter for estimating the message, conditioned on estimates of the channel parameters, and a K F for estimating the channel states, conditioned on soft infomation message estimates. Here the soft message estimates are conditional mean estimates. The conditional K F is an adaptive channel estimation scheme based on modelling the phase and amplitude variations as a stochastic linear system. The key t o our coupled HMM-KF filter approach is that the HMM filter provides immediate soft information message estimates and our Kalman Filter exploits the idempotent nature of Markov chains.
The particular differential encoding scheme examined in this paper is differential phase shift keying (DPSK). However, the techniques developed can be extended to other forms of differential modulation. The channel model we use allows for multiplicative channel distortions and additive white Gaussian noise. Simulation studies are also presented.
Introduction
A frequently occurring problem encountered in wireless digital communication systems is signal fading which results from multiple propagation paths [8] . Two complementary techniques t o enhance detection of a message sequence transmitted over unknown channels are decision feedback equalisation (DFE) and differential encoding schemes.
In message estimation, channel knowledge can be used t o counter the distortions introduced by the channel, yet the transmission channel is frequently unknown, see [14, 15, 10, 21 . In 1965, Lucky [13] proposed an adaptive method for estimating the channel distortions now known as decision feedback equalisation. Decision feedback equalisation uses 'best' estimates of the transmitted message to estimate the transmission channel and hence improve message detection.
In slowly varying channel environments, message estimates from a Viterbi algorithm, proposed in 1967 by Viterbi [9] , invariably delayed t o give improved estimation, can be used in a decision feedback structure [8, Page 6511 . However, in wireless transmission the fading environment typically varies relatively rapidly [12] and channel estimates are required immediately.
In differentially encoded signals, the message is encoded in the difference between symbols, see Proakis [8, Page 1871 for further explanation. This means that the signals can be detected even when the transmission channel is unknown as long as the channel variation between successive symbols is small. Demodulation of differential encoded signals is therefore not contingent on explicit knowledge of the transmission channel. An im-portant property of differential modulation is that there is rapid recovery after channel nulls such as are typical in Rayleigh fading transmission channels. However, the performance of difference modulation can be poor when there is rapid channel variation. Standard demodulation of differential signals should be viewed as a form of digital demodulation (or decision feedback equalisation) where the channel estimate is derived only from the previous symbol [SI.
Decision feedback equalisation based on immediate message estimates is one technique for overcoming channel distortion introduced into differential transmission. Here we propose a receiver that uses more than the last received symbol t o estimate the transmission channel.
For clarity, in this paper we only consider the simplest encoder structure, that is, differential modulation without trellis coding or bit interleaving, and consider a simply decision feedback equalisation structure. A similar approach t o here was taken by Collings and Moore in [lo] , the key difference here is that we propose the optimal HMM filter and exploit the idempotent property of Markov chains in the formulation of our Kalman filter, parallelling the work in [3, 41. The techniques developed is this paper can be easily extended for more complicated transmitter structures.
We begin this paper by introducing a indicator vector state space formulation of differential signalling. Using this state space formulation and by exploiting the idempotent nature of Markov states, an 0 ( N 3 ) optimal HMM filter is presented in an informative way which highlights the structure of the problem.
We next incorporate our HMM filter into a decision feedback equalisation structure. We propose a receiver structure where a conditional HMM filter is coupled to a conditional Kalman filter to incorporate decision feedback equalisation to aid demodulation. In order t o investigate the proposed decision feedback equalisation we first present a standard differential demodulation scheme and highlight the effect of rapidly changing channel conditions on its performance. Following this we investigate the use of decision feedback on differentially coded transmission systems. This paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we formulate the HMM, signal model and channel model for a differential encoded system. In Section 3, we introduce our optimal HMM filter.
In Section 4, we present a standard differential receiver and highlight the effect of rapid channel variation on receiver performance. In Section 5, a decision feedback equaliser is proposed based on a Kalman filter. In Section 6, simulation studies are presented. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Section 7. 2 State Space Formulation
In this section we present a differential phase modulation signal model, a channel model and then reformulated these as an HMM signal model in state space form and an associated state space stochastic channel model respectfully.
To simplify the discussion in this paper, we assume that digital phase modulation is used t o transmit the signal. This type of digital phase modulation is usually called phase-shift keying (PSK). Other forms of modulation not considered here that could be handled by this approach include: Pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and others.
We assume that t h e relevant match or correlation filter demodulators have been implemented and symbol synchronisation and timing issues have be resolved. We proceed now with a signal space analysis.
Signal Model
In MDPSK transmission schemes the carrier signal is transmitted as phase information over the channel. Let f b be our message signal, being a real values discrete-time signal, where and we denote the vector zf as follows
In differential transmission systems the carrier symbol is the modulo sum of the message sequence. If we let 81, denote the carrier symbol, then where (.)2* denotes a modulo 27r opekation.
The transmitted symbol at time k , represented in the customary complex baseband notation,
where imaginary and real components are transmitted using the quadrature and in-phase components of a carrier waveform.
Channel Model
The baseband signal mk is transmitted via a channel which can cause both amplitude attenuation and phase shift. The channel can be represented as a multiplicative disturbance, s&.
where the superscripts R and I refer to the real and imaginary parts. This disturbance introduces time-varying gain and phase changes to the signal and is assumed t o vary slowly.
The baseband observation process Y& is thus assumed to have the form 
State Space Signal Model
A discrete-time state space model for the signal model in the previous section is now presented. Consider the following assumption on the message sequence, f& The hidden Markov signal model offers the flexibility of being able to model communication systems with various degrees of complexity. For example, the HMM filter can be based on knowledge of only the digital modulation layer of a communication system, as we consider in this paper, or include knowledge of the channel encoder layer as in the case when the information source has been convolutional coded. Due to the soft information the HMM filter provides it also appears well suited t o communication systems in which bit interleaving is performed. The HMM filter structure presented in this paper could be used to generate preliminary soft message estimation for the purpose of channel estimation and in parallel the Viterbi algorithm conditioned on these channel estimates could be used to produce the hard decision on message estimates.
State Space Representation
Let Xi denote the space of the modulation scheme. This space is also represented by the indicator vectors Xi and X i . The approach taken in the previous formulation of HMM filters is obtain Xi from the Kronecker product of these indicator vectors. That is, where 8 is the Kronecker product. X i is known to be a Markov process and standard HMM filtering theory can be applied. However, X i is ( N 2 x 1) and hence the filter calculations are of order N 4 , including zero operations.
If instead we define an indicator matrix Xk as follows
then we note that where I N = (1,. . . , l)', an N-vector of ones. 
Lemma3.1 The dynamics

Conditional Filters Formulation
In this subsection we present a more convenient formulation of our optimal HMM filter using coupled conditional HMM filters. Application of these last three_Lemmas gives a recursive filter for estimating and hence f k + l , at each time instant. Remarks 1.
2.
4
The primary difference between the suboptimal approach in [5] and here appears in Lemma 3.3, The suboptimal approach would update Xi+l as follows zz+l = Bk+1Tl rather than (3.11).
These filters take O ( N 3 ) calculations per time step to implement.
Differential Receiver
In this section we introduce the standard differential receiver and highlight the effect of channel variation on receiver performance.
The transmitted symbol is recovered from the quadrature and in-phase components of the carrier waveform. Then the message symbol is recovered from the difference between successive re- However, if estimates of the channel phase, g; , are available then these can be used to improve the performance of the receiver by including these estimates into the received structure. Consider the message estimate, f k which includes channel estimates, see also Figure comparing with (4.2) it is clear that the performance of the receiver that uses tke channel estimates will be better when lAE -Ail < IAiI This is the motivation for the following section.
Decision Feedback Channel Estimation
To produce channel estimates we propose the use of a coupled conditional hidden Markov model (HMM) filter and conditional Kalman filter (KF).
The HMM filter provides soft decision information about the received message symbol. In this paper we consider a decision feedback structure in which the Kalman filter estimates are based on the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the message symbol from the HMM filter. Similarly, the HMM filter is conditioned on this channel estimate.
More complicated decision feedback equalisation structures are possible using banks of Kalman filters conditioned according to the soft estimate information (as suggested in [ 1 4 ] ) , or Kalman filters with more complicated structures are possible but not considered here. and where diug(XE) is the diagonal matrix with X ! on its diagonal.
Conditional HMM filter
In equation (5.6) we have exploited the idempotent nature of Markov chains by replacing the product X : X t by diug(X!). This is a key contribution of this paper. This forces the Kalman filter to incorporate more a priori knowledge. In the following section we will replace X i by the conditional mean estimate 2:. It is important t o including this extra structure here, that X!Xz' equals diug(X!) before replacing X i by 2; be-
). Other formulations of the Kalman filter for this problem, for example [lo] and [S, Page 6561, do not exploit this structure.
To reduce computational effort we note that if Coli is diagonal, F is diagonal and Qk is diagonal then Xil; and C&,k will be diagonal and the Kalman filter equations can be simplified. In particular, the recursion for K k can be rewritten in terms of The simplified Kalman filter equations are as follows
Estimates for the channel phase, e, are given by 0 The decision feedback structure does not suffer from the usual error propagation effects. While message estimation errors may indeed introduce constant phase errors in the channel phase estimate, these absolute phase errors do not degrade the performance of the difference receivers, as is well known [7] . In the usual way, a message error will be followed by at least one more message error.
Simulations
Differential decoding with and without Decision Feedback
In our simulations we investigate the gain in performing decision feedback on a un-coded transmission system. To evaluate the performance of the receiver in a likely environment the transmitted message sequence is actually generated by convolutional coded a i. 
The Complete Algorithm
The encoded signal is transmitted over a transmission channel that is time varying and unknown. The variations are deterministic, with the phase and amplitude varying sinusoidally from To allow simultaneous egimation of the channel, A 50% to 150% of a nominal value. The optimal g k , and message, ? % k or x k , the conditional filters HMM decoder is used to demodulate the encoded Simulation studies demonstrated a half dB gain to achieved a bit error rate of 1 x 10"
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